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At 57 years of age, the nation's oldest
continually active gay organization
is Houston's own Diana Foundation
by Brandon Wolf

Wh ,oust&,t DaoidMoncriefthrewan
e ni cocfitail party in the spring of 1954, he was
unawa thewas in the process of making gay history.
The s all gathering in his living room was simply
for the purpose of watching the Academy Awards on
television with a group of gay friends.

A man with a spirited sense of humor, Moncrief
bought a gag award to present to one of those friends.
His casual joke struck a chord that led to the founding
of Houston's Diana Foundation. Today, the Dianas
are the oldest continually active gay organization in
the United States.

It's a special cachet for Houston's gay community
that an organization of national significance emerged
from our midst. Amazingly, the Diana Foundation's
57-year history is a story that, until now, has not
been told. To write this story, nearly 100 people were
consulted: 55 Diana members, past and present; 30
people with knowledge of Houston's history and/or
Houston's gay history; and 10 people familiar with
national gay history. We reviewed some 4,000
photographs, 12 videotaped Diana Awards shows,
35 souvenir programs, and nearly 500 pages of
documents currently housed at the Charles Botts
Collection archive.

From this research comes a chronicle of the
Dianas' 57-year evolution, the challenges they have
overcome, and a perspective on their iconic
importance. OutSmart presents, for the first time, an
overview of their story in this two-part series. -->

This earliest known photograph of Houston's Diana Awards was
taken on April 14, 1969, when the 16th Annual Diana Awards were
held at the Windmill Theater, in the Town & Country area. Pictured
are (I-r) award recipient Tom "Ava" Osborn, founder David Moncrief,
driving force Charles Hebert, and the legendary Diana statue.
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Show biz is a gay tradition. No doubt
we were there when Thespis wrote and
staged his first dramas in ancient Greece.
Fast-forward 2,500 years, and today we're
among Hollywood's greatest artists and
fans. Directorial legend D. W. Griffith is
said to have discovered the pleasant little
village of Hollywood in 1906, where he
made his first feature-length film in 1913.
Just 16 years later, in 1929, the elder
Douglas Fairbanks hosted the budding
film industry's very first Academy Awards
ceremony at the Hotel Roosevelt in Holly-
wood. In 1930, a Los Angeles radio station
began annual broadcasts of the event for
local listeners, with the rest of the nation
receiving the news through newspaper re-
ports. But by 1944, interest in the awards
ran so high that a national radio network
broadcast the ceremony live. And then
there was television ...

7fc1950S
The Dianas-to-Be

Watch as the Academy Awards
Come to Television

On March 19 in 1953, the country was
buzzing-the Academy Awards, then 24
years old, were to be broadcast on televi-
sion for the first time that evening; Ameri-
cans would be able to see the winners
accept their awards live.

In Houston, David Moncrief, a gay man
who loved to entertain, was so excited
about the upcoming broadcast, he pur-
chased a new television set and invited
a group of 10 friends to join him at his
apartment for a pre-awards cocktail party
and to watch the first televised Oscar
broadcast.

Curtis Wright, the head of Sakowitz
Department Store's window-trimming
department, was Moncrief's roommate
at the time and was responsible for the
placement of a nearly life-size plaster
model of Diana, the Roman goddess ofthe
hunt, which stood in one corner of their
living room. One of the guests that night,
Johanna Lee Mueller, then in her early
20s and a model at Sakowitz, remembers
it standing in Moncrief's beautiful New
Orleans French Quarter-styled home.

The guests ate hors d'oeuvres and en-
joyed cocktail chatter until the time of the
awaited Oscar broadcast. When the antici-
pated moment arrived, Moncrief turned
on the television set. Reception failed!
While other Americans watched Shirley
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Booth's face break
into delight at being
named Best Actress
for her role in Come
Back, Little Sheba,
the group at Mon-
crief's party listened
to a radio announcer
describe the event.

"We just laughed
it off," remembers
Mueller. The party
had not proceeded
as Moncrief had
planned, but it served
as the catalyst for the
birth of Houston's Dianas one year later.

ing enough to be re-
peated annually for
the next 55 years.

Even Moncrief's
choice of the eve-
ning's award was
ironically appropri-
ate. The annual Di-
ana Awards would
always be heavily
tinged with overt
sexual overtones
and bawdy humor.
They would appeal
to people with quick
wits, unrepressed

sexuality, a lack of social conformity, and
the ability to laugh at themselves.
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Oscars and Dianas: guests at Diana 1 in 1954
watched Donald O'Connor in Hollywood talk
to Frederic March in New York City on a split-
screen Oscar telecast.

The First Diana Award
Undaunted by the 1953 failure, Mon-
crief again organized a party to watch
the 1954 television broadcast. Many of
the same guests came, again dressed in
cocktail attire. Just prior to the broadcast,
Moncrief asked for everyone's attention
and announced that he had an award for
someone in Houston who had given an
outstanding "performance"-most likely
an amorous adventure-during the past
year. As the guests laughed and ap-
plauded, Moncrief presented the very first
Diana Award-a dildo-to Virginia "Hub"
Lankford, who accepted it with mock
surprise and amusement.

The guests' attention turned to the
Oscar broadcast for the remainder of the
evening, but Moncrief's mock award-a
roast, really-was a rollicking element of
the 1954 party. The roast idea was amus-
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Jack Bresnahan, shown at right in 1998, was
at the Diana 1 party in 1954. He and Diana
friend Johnna Mueller are the only two surviv-
ing guests from that party. In this photo with
Bresnahan are (I-r) Diana friends Ellye You-
mans, Glenn Smith, and Phyllis Lynn.
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Dianas founder David Moncrief lived in an apart-
ment building set on a magical block of land in the

3400 block of Louisiana, two blocks south of Elgin. The
block had been developed by famed decorator Parker
Edwards. Edwards's compound was just a block
southeast from the Houston Junior League building,
designed byarchi-
tect John Staub.
One block further
southeast was the
Alley Theater. Ed-
wards had bought
all the buildings on
the block and cre-
ated a wonderland
of bricked path-
ways, pergolas,
fountains, and col-
orful plantings, all
accented by beau-
tiful statuary.

The block
had a French New
Orleans feel to it

with decorative wrought-iron work, hanging vines,
and patios that opened onto a common courtyard.
When the Junior League moved in 1968, Brennan's
restaurant took over the building and renovated it in
the New Orleans style that Edwards had established
in the area.
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A Good Idea Grows
No one remembers exactly what direction
the Diana Awards took after 1954, and it's
not clear if they had taken on the name
Diana yet. Perhaps Moncrief repeated his
Oscar cocktail party in that same apart-
ment on Louisiana Street, perhaps some-
one else's home was the site, or it's possible
that Tom Adams rented a party room in
Montrose and decided to expand on the
idea with his friend, Charles Hebert. Tra-
dition says that the awards were named
in honor of the Diana statue that .graced
Moncrief's living room and presided over
that first award presentation .

Jack Bresnahan, a guest in 1954,
knows that in early 1956 the awards script
for a "Diana 3" event was being eagerly
written behind closed doors by Moncrief,
Hebert, and Adams. The "Diana" name
took on appropriate symbolic significance
as the trio set out to emulate the Roman
goddess by "hunting down" a new round of
victims with their verbal "arrows."

From the very beginning, the Di-
ana Awards parties presented a unique
challenge for the host. They were not
just cocktail parties where guests stood
around and mixed. This party needed a
theater-seating arrangement where 15 to
20 guests could gather for the local awards
and then watch the Oscars together.

It may have been Diana 5 in 1958
when the event was held in the garage
beneath Adams's apartment. The empty
garage was set up with rows of chairs to
resemble theater seating, with a television
set at the front.

Dick Hollamon, Adams's cousin, was --+
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The 59 Expressway did not exist in the 1950s, and
residents of nearby Courtlandt Place and Montrose
could easily access the area. Moncrief had wisely
chosen as his flower shop a building on the same block
where he lived. The area catered to those with wealth
and taste-gift shops, bridal shops, antique dealers,

and professional photographers.
Art Graeter was a boy of less than

10 at the time, but he remembers the
area well because his father owned
the House of Glass, a specialty
store that sold chandeliers and other
unique lighting. "People loved to be
invited to Parker's cocktail parties," he
remembers. "They were usually held
in the courtyard. He would decorate
the area beautifully. He often asked
David Moncrief to affix flowers and
small candles in the trees."

The House of Glass and Rich-
ard's Antiques and Statuary survive in
the area today. Traces of the French
News Orleans style are still sporadi-
cally evident. •
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~ continued from previous page

a young boy then, but remembers the
times. "There was a large influx of people
coming to Houston to live, and there wasn't
enough space to house them," Hollamon
says, "so building garage apartments
became a popular thing to do. It provided
living space for those moving here, and it
provided rental income for the owners."

The location of Diana 6 in 1959 was
not recorded, but it was for this particular
awards party that the most quoted Dianas
line was written. Spoofing the Hollywood
film Some Came Running, a lesbian guest
was presented an award for Some Ran
Coming. Fifty years later, Diana members
from every era of the organization's exis-
tence still break into laughter remember-
ing that line.

No one seems to remember what the
early Diana Awards looked like, but they
were probably typed pieces of paper, folded
over and decorated with a colorful seal to
mimic the sealed envelopes used at that
time by the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences. The Houston awards

. became known as the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Antics.

Hebert and Adams quickly emerged
as the co-hosts for the awards. Moncrief
probably began his long career as "Pri-
cene Waterhouse" during those days and
was responsible for handing the sealed
envelopes to the award presenters. The
awards were always roasts, teasing mem-
bers of the group for awkward or careless
incidents they had been involved in during
the year. Swiping someone else's boyfriend
or girlfriend was a
pretty good way to
ensure the winning
of a Diana award.

The secret writing
of the roast awards
was a time-consum-
ing process that
tested the writers'
perverse talents and
creativity because
the awards had to
be plays on the real
names of the movies
nominated, combined
with qualifying
(presumably uninten-
tional) scandalous be-
havior on the parts of
members throughout
the preceding year.

Before 1958, the
actual Academy
Awards were telecast
from two locations,

Any friend of
u

Diana is a fri;nd of ;'ine: Diana
friends John Ohms (I) and Charles Hebert
party in Acapulco in the mid-1960s.

Los Angeles and New York. During those
years, mocking the bi-coastal format,
Hebert and Adams took turns presenting .
awards, as if from opposite coasts, pre-
tending to be Louella Parsons and Hedda
Hopper, the two most famous movie gossip
columnists ofthe times.

Understanding the Times
In 1950s Houston, it was necessary for
gays to be closeted because their careers
were at stake. Police regularly drove by
known gay bars and wrote down license
plate numbers of cars parked in the
area. The plates were cross-checked, and
employers were notified that one of their
employees had recently parked near a
known gay establishment. That, in itself,
could end a career.

Private homes were the center of gay
life during those times. For professionals,

this strategy was a
necessity, because
years of college and
career experience
could be wiped out
by an employer's
knowledge of their
sexual orientation.
Gay bars did exist
in Houston, but for
the most part they
were small, dark,
dingy, and offered
little in the way of
amusement. Police
frequently raided
them, rounding up
patrons and bus-
ing them to police
headquarters to be
booked for indecent
conduct. Overt ho-
mosexual behavior
wasn't the only
thing that police -->
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~ continued from previous page

looked for during a raid. Sometimes just
being in a known gay establishment was
enough to arrest a patron.

Private house parties usually included
a mix of gay men and lesbians. Gays didn't
want neighbors to see all men or all women
arriving for parties next door. This resulted
in gay men and lesbians becoming close,
and lifelong friendships were formed.

The people who were invited to at-
tend the Diana Awards were generally
well educated, socially skilled, and well
dressed. In order to appear heterosex-
ual in public, most paired off into faux
boyfriend-girlfriend relationships of gay
men and lesbians. A classic irony of this
situation is that these faux couples were
among the most attractive seen in public
places. The very people who forced them
to appear straight used them as models to
emulate.

For those who took part in Hous-
ton's gay social life, the Diana Awards
emerged as one of the best parties ofthe
year. Word continued to spread about the
cleverness of the awards, and invita-
tions to the annual party became a social
prize. The Diana Awards, though, were
still a cohesive group of friends, not an
organization. Moncrief and Adams were
important to the planning of the annual
event and took part in the writing of the
roasting awards, but it was becoming
clear that the driving force behind the
continuing Diana Awards was Charles
Hebert. A social creature by nature, he
relished his role as the leader.

7ti960S
Diana Madness

By 1960, the Diana Awards had become so
popular with Hebert at the helm that he
found it difficult to locate a home with a
living room large enough to accommodate
the guests. The parties had always been
dressy, but Hebert decided to make them
black-tie affairs, reflecting the look of the
audience at the actual Academy Awards
and giving the Houston events a look and
feel of almost royal elegance. He also uti-
lized the technical wizardry of his friend
Bill Bridges, which made the awards more
and more visually amusing.

In an ongoing search for space, the
event skipped from a vacant storefront on
Main to custom-frame designer Charles
Knight's Montrose home on Graustark
to a large tent on the grounds of Mon-
crief's new home on Yoakum Boulevard
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to a townhome on Mason Street specially
designed by Hebert to satisfy his passion
for entertaining. But even this space was
soon outgrown, and the last Awards event
in a home was held at Moncrief's newest
address on Ferndale. By 1966, the Dianas
finally had no other choice except to "go
commercial." The "adult" Village Theater
in Rice Village agreed to shut down the

The swinging '60s: Diana friends (l-r) Jimmy Valen-
tine, Virginia Caldwell, and Clinton Quinn dressed
up for a Roaring '205 party in 1961.

theater for an evening so that the Diana
13,14, and 15 awards shows (1966-1968)
could be held there. It was wonderfully
appropriate to hold a party that spoofed
movies in a real movie theater.

The Nature of the Awards
Those in the Diana Awards social circle
continued to provide easy fodder for the
annual events-passing out drunk in a
public restaurant and falling face-first into
food, lovers allowing personaldifferences
to become squabbles at inappropriate so-
cial moments, or spending too much money
for something without obvious merit. The
sillier the antics, the louder the howls
from the audience as award recipients ac-
cepted their prizes with embarrassment.

To describe the Diana Awards as "sug-
gestive" would be a gross understatement.
The language was risque, ribald, crass,
and lewd. Words such as dyke, faggot, and
queer were used with impunity. Revel-
ing in double entendres, puns, and other
crafty word associations, the writers tried
hard not to cross the line from humor to
hurt. The awards were meant to be "all
in fun," reminding guests who attended
regularly that "if you play, you pay." This

year may be your year to laugh, but next
year may be your turn as target.

During the 1960s, police were still
hassling patrons in gay bars. Required to
appear heterosexual in their daily lives,
the assembled group delighted in casting
off society's forced roles once they were
behind closed doors. Men received the
actress awards and women received the

actor awards. Perhaps because they con-
stantly lived with a repression of their
true selves, in the company of their own
kind they laughed it all away.

A New Direction for the Awards
Up to this time, Hebert and his close
friends paid all ofthe expenses involved
in the shows. With the move to the Vil-
lage Theater, they finally felt the need to
charge an admission. The addition of a
cover charge made no difference; people
receiving an invitation were happy to
pay the price.

In 1967, Tom Osborn, a former ice
skater with the Sonja Henie troupe,
provided the first drag entertainment
to be featured at a Diana Awards show.
He quickly became the Diana's resident
diva, a role he played for nearly two
decades.

Also during the Village Theater
years, a group of men formed the KY
Nymphonettes and performed mock
TV commercials for the sex lubricant
between awards. Another group, usu-

ally their partners, dressed in drag as
the Micrin Oral Antiseptic Swallowettes.
Winners now received a copy of the award,
a huge bouquet of roses, a bottle of Micrin,
and a tube of KY. The Diana Awards were
becoming an institution in Houston's gay
community.

On the Cusp of a New World
In 1968, Billy Moody, owner ofthe Village
Theatre, died, leaving the inner circle of
the Dianas group without a good friend
and also without a venue in 1969. That
year, they moved to the Windmill Din-
ner Theater in west Houston's Town &
Country area.

Hebert had become friends with Linda
Mele and convinced her to join him and
Bob Fields as a third emcee and part of
the award-writing staff. With the 1969
awards, the Dianas entered a new era in
their history, expanding their appeal to
the lesbian community and playing to an
audience of 80 to 90 guests.

What no one knew that evening was
that they were only two months away from
a major milestone in gay history-the
Stonewall Riots of June 28, 1969, in New
York City. ->



Manly Annies: multiple Annies wave to the 1978 audience during the Silver Anniversary Diana
25 at the Sheraton Lincoln.

~ continued from page 32

71J910S
The Dianas Make a Move

to Gay Bars

As the Diana organizers began to plan for
Diana 17 in 1970, they found themselves,
along with the rest of the nation's gay
community, living in a new world. The pre-
vious summer's Stonewall Riots had galva-
nized gays throughout the country. Gays
were news on page one of the New York
Times and on the cover of Time magazine.
It was clear that the gay community was
going to fight back against repression and
homophobia.

Whether or not Stonewall was the
reason, the 1970 Diana Awards would be
held in a gay bar for the first time. The
chosen venue was the Club Romulus at
2151 Richmond Avenue (the site of Club
Picasso in the 1990s). As usual, David
Moncrief played the role ofPricene Water-
house, handing the sealed awards to the
trio of emcee/presenters-Charles Hebert,
Bob Fields, and Linda Mele. Between
awards, the KY Nymphonettes and the
Swallowettes continued their musical
commercials for KY lubricant and Micrin
oral antiseptic mouthwash, and winners
received roses and samples of the adver-
tised products. Along with the awards,
double entendres alluding to that year's
Oscar-nominated movies dominated the
evening's entertainment.

In 1971 and 1972, the Awards were
held in the P~lace Club, high atop 3400
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Montrose (now the site of Scott Gertner's
Sky Bar). As guests mingled for the pre-
awards social hour, a slideshow of their
activities during the past year flashed on
a centrally located screen. Bill Bridges
had also located a television projector, al-
lowing guests to watch the Oscars on a big
screen for the first time.

In 1971, even movie star Rock Hudson
won a Diana award. A friend of Diana
supporter Glenn Smith, Hudson usually
stayed in Smith's Courtlandt Place man-
sion on visits to the city-and was treated
to both Houston hospitality and hot young
men from Montrose. Another longtime
personal friend of Hudson was Diana sup-
porter Virginia Caldwell, who had dated
Hudson's publicist and one-time lover Tom
Clark when they were in college.

An Important Departure
from a Long-Standing Tradition
1973 was the year when the Diana Awards
were first held as an event separate from
the Academy Awards telecast. Organizers
realized that it was difficult for guests to
hurry home from work, change into formal
wear, and party late on a work night.
From now on, they decided, the Dianas
would be held on the Saturday night clos-
est to the Oscars.

Moving the awards show to a Satur-
day, with a later starting hour, meant that
organizers no longer had to provide dinner
for guests. Removing the Oscar telecast
from the event also meant that the local
awards entertainment could run longer.

Constantly outgrowing their previous
venues, the Dianas moved again, this time
to the Hi Kamp Klub, a unique gay bar
that featured a raised runway and a stage
at one end of the club. The response to the

invitations was so overwhelming that the
club was packed from wall to wall. This
was to be the first and last awards show at
this location.

Meanwhile, Hebert and Tim Weaver
had begun living together as partners.
Weaver was attractive and athletic,
with a sweet disposition and an affable
personality. When Moncrief fell sick at
awards time and needed a replacement,
Weaver was quickly pressed into service
to fill in as Priscilla Waterhouse. Still
new to the whole game, he tried to play
his role straight as the emcees somberly
said, "May I have the envelope please,
Priscilla?" Weaver recalls with a laugh,
"I kept cracking up, and they would glare
at me." But the audience thought he was
hilarious.

The '74 and '75 Dianas were held at
Bayou Landing (later- to become The Old
Plantation). Sharon Lord remembers that

ABOVE: In 1979, entertainer Wayland Flowers (r)
and Madame talk with David Moncrief. BELOW:

Virginia Caldwell, a Diana regular since the late
1950s, is shown with actor Rock Hudson at a
19705 party at her home. Caldwell dated Tom
Clark, Hudson's manager and one-time lover,
while in college. Hudson was given a Diana
Award in 1972.



because there was no assigned seating,
guests began lining up for the best tables
hours before the event.

Weaver, having noted that the awards
shows did not have souvenir programs,
was appointed to produce one, complete
with sponsors. The result was the first
printed program at Diana 21-eight pages
long, with a sketch of Moncrief's origi-
nal Diana statue on the front, a page for
autographs, and a little pencil secured on
a golden cord.

The original statue, situated on the
stage and bedecked with flowers, was now
a regular tradition at every Diana Awards
show. It provided a sentimental link to
that first Diana party in 1954. Made of
plaster, and nearly life-size, the statue
had to be moved on a dolly and required
four people to get her into position. Above
the stage, "Diana XXI" was spelled out in
lights.

By 1976, Bayou Landing had closed its
doors, and organizers chose Dance City
in the old Windsor Plaza as the Diana
23 site. Each year the scope of the Diana
Awards continued to expand, and a new
musical group calling themselves the
Dykettes was added to the entertainment
list. Mele taught them how to make basic
dance moves, and Sandi Bubbert was
recruited for her vocal talents. When the
group premiered with a rousing rendi-
tion of "Stout Hearted Men," the audience
jumped to its feet and gave them a stand-
ing ovation.

Peter Forbes remembers being dressed
to look like Mae West as the Statue of
Liberty that year. "I was in a full-length,
skin-tight dress with red, white, and blue
diagonal stripes and held a torch with a
blinking light," he laughs. The facility was
closed down earlier than expected that
night, and Forbes had to drive home still
wearing the costume. "That dress was so
tight I couldn't bend my knees, so I had to
drive in a totally prone position. And just
as I was about to leave the parking lot,
someone opened the passenger door of my
car and put in a six-foot-tall tube ofKY
used as a prop on the front seat. I got some
strange looks at stop lights that evening."

The Dianas Formalize an Institution
Although the Dianas charged admis-
sion for their shows, the income was
still insufficient to pay the expenses of
the productions, and private individuals
always provided donations to make up the
difference. A decision to become a 501(c)
(3) charitable organization opened up the
possibility that benefactors could use their
gifts as tax deductions. It also provided
the Dianas with a motivation to make -4
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Charles Hebert-Driving Force
Behind the Dianas
Before becoming a foundation, the group
had never felt a need for officers and mem-
berships. Hebert was clearly the driving
force, and everyone involved was happy to
let him coordinate all of the work. When
the foundation was first organized in
1976, a list of "charter members" came
into existence. But even today, the term
"charter member" is often confused with
"original participant."

Some of the people close to Hebert were
wealthy, and some were professionals, but

neither money nor status bought
one's way into Hebert's social
circle. His partner, Tim Weaver,
says that Hebert enjoyed people
who were creative, industrious,
and mixed well with others.
He also felt that social cour-
tesies should be reciprocated.
"He enjoyed attending parties
where he could just be a guest,"
Weaver says.

Hebert had an acid tongue,
but according to many who
knew him, he didn't initiate
verbal volleys. But if someone
decided to get started with
him, they usually found them-
selves demolished in a matter
of seconds. Hebert was seen
as "a true gentleman," but not
a prude; when he chose, he
could turn the air blue with
sexual jokes.

All of these qualities
drew people to Hebert. Many
of his acquaintances showed

the events financially profitable. In late
1976, the Dianas' application for chari-
table status was approved by the IRS, and
the Diana Foundation was officially born.

As a charitable foundation, the Dianas
sought out worthy.recipients for donations
from the proceeds they made from their
events. They gave four-year scholarships
to deserving students at the High School
for the Performing and Visual Arts, made
donations to the Houston Ballet, and
helped out numerous other causes.
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The orange juice queen: in
1978, the Louella Goodtimes
Memorial Award was present-
ed to an absent Anita Bryant.
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THE WINNER: ANITA BRYANT
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Men in slips, women in raincoats, and dykes
as fairies: the Micrin Swallowettes (far left)
perform a commercial at the 1974 awards. In
a rousing 1978 routine, the Dykettes (center)
fail to attract pretty young things in their roles
as dirty old women. A clever quick-change
morph to fairy princesses (far right) brought
gales of laughter.

up regularly in the Houston society col-
umns, as did the events they sponsored.
To the society columnists, the group in
which Hebert was active was referred to
as "cafe society." Getting your name on the
society page usually was a result of one of
two things-being wealthy or being fun.
An eternal teenager, Hebert never lost his
zest for enjoying life.

Even after the formation of the Diana
Foundation, the Dianas continued as
just one facet of Hebert's busy life. But as
president of the foundation, he discovered
that the Dianas were now becoming a
year-round activity.

The Dianas Expand Exponentially
While plans were under way for Diana 24
in 1977, the group booked a ballroom at
the Sheraton Lincoln. No previous venue
came close to the size of this facility or the
opportunities it afforded.

Hebert realized he had a complex event
to run and set to work organizing commit-
tees to handle all ofthe necessary duties:
band, choreography, costumes, decora-
tions, hotel arrangements, invitations and
tables, programs, sets, sound and techni-
cal, and raffle-just for starters! When it
became obvious that a focused effort was
needed in a particular area, Hebert cre-
ated another committee.

Harry Guyton, who volunteered to
work with the Sheraton sets, recalls, "For
the first time we had a large stage to per-
form on. We decided to include more lavish
musical numbers in the show, and we built
the sets in my driveway."



ior had always been the Dianas'
signature feature, and award
writers continued to identify
baddies and reward the guilty.

Bob King joined the award-
writing efforts in the late 1970s
and continued for nearly two
decades. He remembers those
years: "Some awards took four
to six hours to write those 200
or so words. Hard to believe,
but we wrote 14 ofthem every
year. Charles and I had a rule
that if the award did not make
us laugh, then scrap it. The next
day we scrapped many. We tried
to go as far as we could and not
go too far and hurt someone. Be-
ing non-professionals, we man-

aged to do that most of the time. I would
have never intentionally hurt someone.
Delivery made a difference. I worked with
presenters over and over."

Popular entertainer Wayland Flowers
was flown in for the 1978 and 1979 shows
to entertain with his puppets, Madame
and Jiffy. In 1978, Jiffy presented the
Louella Goodtimes Memorial Award
to singer and antigay crusader Anita
Bryant (who did not attend to accept). It
read, "This star's career is on the rocks,
her marriage is on the rocks, she's on
the rocks, and what she needs is to get
her rocks. She is dedicated to saving the
children from us, and we are dedicated to
saving the children from her. This woman
has made her living selling fruits and
is now trying to make her living selling
fruits down the river." The award was met
with loud, aggressive approval.

Seemingly no one and nothing was
exempt from the Diana Awards arrows-
even the Houston Gay Political Caucus.
Having reached a silver anniversary, they
had clearly become a community institu-
tion. Sold-out performances were a given.
Demand for tickets always exceeded the
supply available. Facing the dawn of the
1980s, they were unstoppable.

Sandi Bubbert remembers the aston-
ishment on the faces of the Sheraton staff
as the Diana crew arrived to set up for the
show. "We wheeled in the portable stage,
lights, sound equipment, sets, props, and
costumes." The sewing committee had
gathered enough tulle to run the length of
two football fields.

Michael Kemper remembers that first
year attending the Diana Awards at the
Sheraton. "I felt so proud riding up that esca-
lator to the ballroom. Finally gays had become
part of the country club set. And we were
out in the open, and we were with our own."

The Dianas packed the ballroom with
a sell-out performance, and decided to con-
tinue their relationship with the Sheraton
through four more shows, 1978 through
1981. By this time, the Micrin bottles and
KY tubes had been replaced by small plas-
ter statuettes spray painted a tacky gold
color. Although Moncrief's original Diana,
Roman goddess of the hunt, continued as
a regular prop on the stage, the statuettes
actually looked like Juno, wife of the Roman
god Jupiter. In an attempt to find a statu-
ette with generally the same form as an
Oscar, mythological purity was abandoned.

Diana Awards dress code continued
to be black tie. Forbes remembers that
Jim "Fannie" Farmer, the original owner
of Mary's Naturally Bar, showed up with
his little dog also wearing a black tie.
"That dog sat quietly in a chair and acted
so polite the whole evening. He and his
owner were later presented with an award
for Animal Spouse." Pets were near and
dear to Dianas members, and in 1978 the
printed program instituted a listing of
"Diamond Dogs," "Cuddly Cats," and "As-
sorted Dianimals."

Members tried out for dancing and
singing roles and rehearsed endlessly. Song
lyrics were altered to be both humorous and
downright lewd. But awards for bad behav-

Next month, OutSmart continues its exclu-
sive history of the Dianas with the second
part of this two-part series. Coming up: the
Dianas hit the big time at the Tower The-
ater, exceed all expectations, begin to feel
the impact of AIDS, endure a loss that cuts
deep into the core of their collective soul,
and move to the Wortham Center.

For a detailed year-by-year look and his-
tory of the Diana Awards, search for "The
Diana Foundation" on Facebook.

Brandon Wolfprofiled Mayor Annise Parker in
the January issue of OutSmart magazine.
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Reaching for the heavens and touching the stars: the nation's.
oldest continually active gay organization faces growing pains
by Brandon Wolf

Last onth, OutSmart presented Part
On of this series telling the story of the
D nas, now the oldest continually active

-,,~ ••.••.•'l:=ca::;Jizationin the United States.
Part One took us from the Dianas' hum-
ble beginnings-a 1954 cocktail party,
organized to watch the Academy Awards
on television-up through Diana 26 in
1979, when the Diana Foundation was
a three-year-old charitable organization
and the ever-expanding annual awards
show was being held at the downtown
Sheraton Lincoln Hotel.
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Against a backdrop of '50s police re-
pression and the need to remain closeted,
founder David Moncrief and driving force
Charles Hebert created a wildly popular
annual gay social event by mixing a roast
of friends' dubious personal "perfor-
mances" during the preceding year with a
viewing of the televised Academy Awards.

It's a special cachet for Houston's
LGBT community that an organization of
national significance emerged from our
midst. To document the Dianas' 57-year
history, nearly 100 people were consulted:

"He was the glue that
kept it all together":
Charles Hebert joins
the curtain call at the
conclusion of the 1981
Diana Awards, at the
Sheraton Lincoln Hotel.

55 Diana members, past and present;
30 people with knowledge of Houston's
history and/or Houston's gay history;
and 10people familiar with national gay
history. We reviewed some 4,000 photo-
graphs, 12 videotaped Diana Awards
shows, 35 souvenir programs, and nearly
500 pages of documents currently housed
at the Charles Botts Collection archive.
From this research comes a chronicle of
the Dianas' evolution, the challenges they
have overcome, and a perspective on their
iconic importance. ->
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From the beginning, the idea was to have
a little fun, roast a few friends, toss down
a few drinks, and watch the Academy
Awards on television. But once the word
got out, the crowds grew, and finding ever-
larger venues became the Dianas' biggest
challenge. In the early 1970s, organizers
moved the event from Oscar night to the
Saturday night nearest the televised show.
The focus had shifted; the Diana Awards
and the local entertainment that accom-
panied them had room to grow, and grow
they did.

For the group that originally organized
the Diana Awards as a night of campy fun
for a few good friends, it was a dizzying
climb to heights no one had dreamed of,
with sold-out performances at the Tower
Theater and then the Wortham Center.
Yet even as their successes continued to
mount, tragedy was waiting in the wings.

7k1980S
Exceeding All Expectations
In 1980 and 1981, the Diana Awards con-
tinued to pack the Sheraton ballroom with
up to 400 guests. The shows had become
the social event of the year in Houston's
gay community. "Those tickets were like
gold," one member says. "We had people
flying in from cities like New Orleans,
San Francisco, and New York-even from
South America-to attend the event."

The Dianas' producers challenged
themselves to make each year's show more

sophisticated
than the one
before. Ads were
placed in the
local gay media
for singers and
dancers. Dozens
of volunteers
gladly endured
weeks of intense
rehearsals. Al-
though amateur
talent remained
the key to each
show's unique
charm, the
time demands
became so great
that local
choreographer
Glenn Hun-

Tim Weaver attends
the 1980 cast party.

Up and out: dancers at Diana 30 in 1983 dazzle a sold-out audience at the Tower Theater.
Non-professional performers, Diana cast members rehearsed tirelessly for weeks, while other
volunteer crews created sets and costumes.

sucker was hired in 1981 to take charge
ofthe dancers-a job he kept for the next
10 years.

Hitting the Big Time
In 1982, the Dianas moved to the Tower
Theater, which provided
a much larger seating
capacity and, for the
first time, a professional
stage. This venue served
them well for five years.

The heart of the show
was always the awards
segment, and each year
the successful trio of
Charles Hebert, Bob
Fields, and Linda Mele
kept the jokes coming
while David Moncrief,
as Pricene Waterhouse,
handed the sealed enve-
lopes to the trio.

If one reads a Diana
award, it can seem overly
bitchy or even mean.
But the delivery made
the difference. Hebert
always sounded tongue-
in-cheek, Fields some-
times gasped as he read
the lines, and Mele used a deep drawl,
startled facial expressions, and long stares
at the audience with an uplifted eyebrow.
Winners usually enjoyed their triumphant
walk to the stage, but they quickly exited,
and few offered more than an embar-
rassed "thank you."

The Tower Theater years were glamor-
ous and spectacular. Casts of up to 150
were organized to present musical num-
bers that brought audiences to their feet
time and again. Costumes glittered and
gleamed. Beautiful sets dropped jaws. The

Diana Orchestra rose
from a lowered pit. In
order to achieve the best
possible sound, all of
the singers pre-recorded
their songs and then
lip-synched during
performances.

When the great
night arrived, klieg
lights swept the skies
outside the Tower The-
ater. Many guests made
grand arrivals in rented
limousines, while on-
lookers in folding chairs
watched the scene from
nearby sidewalks and
applauded when celebri-
ties like David Susskind
or Carolyn Farb entered
the theater.

Diana Awards
productions were
impressive by anyone's

standards. Even more impressive is the
fact that the shows were produced by non-
professionals who freely gave thousands of
hours of volunteer labor. Dianas members
also secured beautiful gifts from major
department stores and the hospitality
industry to use for their raffles-items

David Moncrief hugs his favorite
lady, the original Diana statue, which
gave the organization its name.



from Tiffany's, Gump's, Neiman-Marcus,
and Cartier, expense-paid trips to ex-
otic vacation spots, and dinner parties
at some of Houston's nicest restaurants.
Other businesses gave in-kind donations,
offering moving trucks, storage space,
and rooms to produce costumes or hold
dance rehearsals. The annual programs
included congratulatory messages from
Mayor Kathy Whitmire and other elected
officials.

With the enormous success of their an-
nual shows, interest in the Dianas reached
its zenith during the 1980s. Membership
in the Diana Foundation was capped at
100. But when more than 200 people indi-
cated a desire to join, a separate organi-
zation named The Friends of Diana was
formed. Becoming a Foundation member
was hard work. Pledges had to volunteer
for at least three years on the annual
shows before being considered for member-
ship, and new members were admitted
only when openings occurred within the
cap of 100.

The Dianas were becoming a year-
round organization. Members sponsored a
"June Is Busting Out All Over" party each
summer as'a fundraiser, new-member par-
ties were held, and various other events
were organized. In 1986, a special "Sham-
rock Aloha Party" marked the passing of
the famous Shamrock Hotel, and was one
of the last events held in the historic facil-
ity before demolition began.

Responding to the AIDS Crisis
The Tower years were golden in people's
memories, but they were also filled with
pain as AIDS began to spread through the
community and through the ranks ofDi-
anas members. Reaching out into the com-
munity, the Dianas responded generously
by donating $5,000 to help establish the
AIDS Foundation Houston. They helped
with a hospice that became Alpha Omega
House, and also paid the rent for Me-
Adory House. They supported Stone Soup
Kitchen and funded the first pentamidine
treatments for AIDS-related pneumonia
at the Montrose Clinic. They provided the
seed money for the Bering Omega Founda-
tion, and were among the first community
groups to raise money to keep COBRA
insurance intact for people with AIDS.
They raised approximately $30,000-an
enormous sum at the time-to ensure The
Assistance Fund's success. TAF went on to
become one of the leading organizations in
Houston to provide financial services for
people living with HIV disease.

In 1984 and '85, the Diana Founda-
tion joined with other community groups
to sponsor the Walk for Unity to raise --->
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money for several AIDS organizations. In
1984, the Diana Foundation's board estab-
lished an award for meritorious service to
the gay community and presented their
first award to Mayor Kathy Whitmire.

While the Dianas had been a semi-
closeted organization since its inception,
by 1984 they were becoming more visible
in the community. For the first time since
the programs had been printed, commit-
tee lists used real names instead of drag
nicknames. The Dianas had "come out."

Realizing that the impact of AIDS was
cutting deep into their community, the Di-
anas began to open up the Tower Theater
on the night before the Diana Awards, so
that people living with AIDS could watch
the final dress rehearsal at no charge. For
both the cast and the audience, these were
nights of special warmth and love.

The Passing of a Legend
On July 7, 1987, a tragedy occurred that
would leave the Dianas stunned and
shattered, taking the dreamer of dreams
from them. That evening, Charles Hebert,
the man who had made it all happen, was
attacked by an assailant in his townhome
on Mason Street and died from multiple
blows to his head. His funeral service at
Palmer Episcopal Church was filled to
capacity, and a large group of friends stood
outside in an overflow area. Mayor Whit-
mire arrived with an entourage shortly
before the beginning of the service. June
Terry, a soloist friend of Hebert's, sang
"I Did It My Way."

Perhaps a portent of things to come,
that year the original Diana statue disap-
peared from the stage props. She had
suffered countless nicks and knocks, and
once even lost her head. She and Moncrief
had been through a lot in their 33 years
together, witnessing along the way the
wonders borne out of a 1954 party gag.
She was replaced with a rather generic
garden goddess that bore no resemblance
to the original Diana.

Harry Guyton, who had worked with
the sets for so many years, had the un-
enviable position of First Vice President,
and upon Hebert's death he automatically
became the new president of the Diana
Foundation. Guyton finished out Hebert's
term and was elected to a second term
in 1989.

In 1988 and 1989, the Dianas moved
to the Cullen Theater in Houston's newly
completed Wortham Center, where they
played to nearly full houses. For nearly
20 years, the familiar faces of Moncrief,
Hebert, Fields, and Mele had given the

1
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Diana Awards a sense of continuity. Now
their faces were gone from the stage.
Fields had dropped out as an emcee after
1986, Moncrief died in early 1987, and
Mele retired after Hebert's death. Even
the familiar Diana statue was gone. But
guests continued to arrive in limousines,
dressed in black tie and evening gowns.
The orchestra, the dancers, the awards,
and the glamour were still there as guests
laughed, cheered, and took in the wonder
of their elegant new venue.

In October of 1988, the Dianas trans-
formed the Galleria Neiman-Marcus into
a Florentine villa for an AIDS fundraiser.
An illustrious group of prominent Hous-
tonians assisted in making the event a
great success, and a proclamation from
the Texas State Senate saluting the Diana
Foundation was read by State Representa-
tive Debra Danburg.

For the Dianas, Hebert's 1987 murder
was painful to endure, and its effect would
take time to sink in. He had been the
heart and soul of the Dianas. Whenever
there had been a serious problem in the
past, the answer was usually to seek out
Hebert for a solution. As a new decade
approached, the Dianas realized they were
truly on their own as they met the chal-
lenge ofre-inventing the organization.

J 7feJ990S
Picking Up the Pieces
and Moving Forward
For two years after Charles Hebert's
death, President Harry Guyton kept the
annual shows running at the Wortham
Theater. In 1990, he was succeeded by
Frank Campisi, and at the Wortham
Center awards that year, Campisi read a
letter addressed to the Dianas from First
Lady Barbara Bush. The hand-signed
letter was dated May 2, 1990, and ended
with the words, "I salute the good work
being done by the Diana Foundation and
I am so grateful for your efforts on behalf
of others."

The letter was a grand beginning for a
new decade, and the Dianas were pleased
with the recognition. It seemed to be a sign
that their past successes would continue to
grow in fertile ground over the coming de-
cades. In reality, the most turbulent years
of their existence lay ahead.

For the time being, though, the spec-
tacular awards shows continued each year,
and the Wortham Center provided a dra-
matic and beautiful setting. Riding up the
grand escalator to the main lobby, passing
under the huge metal sculptures -->
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overhead, it still seemed a bit sur-
real for many guests that gays had
come so far in their lifetimes.

But the cracks around the edges
were starting to show. During the
Tower Theater years, every show
had been sold out. Although the
Wortham's Cullen Theater provided
approximately the same number
of seats, by 1990 there were whole
rows of empty seats. It was a hum-
bling sight.

(t-r) Rick Biehl, philanthropist Carolyn Farb, Frank Campisi
(Dianas president), and Ben Crump attend a Dianas fundraising
Orefors Party at the Galleria Neiman-Marcus in October 1990.
Behind the public smiles, however, the organization faced
serious concerns. Biehl and Crump went on to serve terms as
presidents of the Dianas during the troubled 19905.

~ continued from previous page

A Multitude of Issues
If the Dianas had been facing one
particular issue at this time, it could
have been analyzed and a solution
found. But they were faced with a
multitude of issues, all of which had sur-
faced over a relatively short period of time.

The most obvious was the loss of
Charles Hebert, who had been the driving
force behind the Dianas for more than
three decades. A man of unusual talent
and skill, he had been the glue that held it
all together. As in any. organization with
a strong leader, the loss of that leader cre-
ates a vacuum, and power struggles begin.
The once-cohesive Dianas became faction-
alized, creating an exodus of members.

The mainstreaming of gays during the
1980s lead to the creation of many new
organizations, and there was tremendous
competition within the community for gay
dollars. With a standard ticket price of
$150 for the Diana Awards shows, it was
hard to compete with the graduated ticket
levels, beginning at $25, for Miss Camp

America pageants.
The glamour of the '80s was quickly

waning. The energetic young people who
had thrown themselves into the spec-
tacular Tower Theater productions were
growing older, and younger members
weren't taking their places. AIDS had
taken a heavy toll on gay men. The Dianas
lost over 20 percent of their membership
to the disease, and those living with AIDS
now had to deal with disability and loss of
income. Those who were not infected were
being drawn more and more into AIDS
support work and had little free time to
devote to social organizations.

The move to the Wortham Center
meant major increases in production costs.
Since the Wortham was a union shop,
much of the production work could no lon-
ger be done by volunteers. And despite its
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The Diana Foundation quilt panel for members lost to the AIDS epidemic.

grandness, the Wortham seemed
remote. The Tower Theater was
located in the heart of Montrose,
allowing guests to leave the shows
and walk right into Houston's
pulsing gay nightlife. At the
Wortham, they descended into a
submerged parking garage and
exited to the sight of an otherwise
lifeless downtown.

The Move Back to Smaller
Venues
Despite all of the problems, Diana
members weren't used to accept-
ing failure. Those who stayed on
were determined to keep the or-
ganization alive by making some
much-needed changes.

In 1991, Diana 38 was present-
ed at the smaller Scottish Rite Temple;
in '92 at the Good Tastes of Texas Res-
taurant; and in '93 at the Majestic Metro
Theater. The Dianas made a sentimental
return to the Tower Theater in '94, where
the roasters proved they could even roast
themselves with a theme entitled "Diana-
saurous: Geriatric Park."

In 1995, the Dianas were held at the
101-year-old Houston Club. In the March
30, 1995, edition ofthe Houston Press,
writer Alison Cook reported, "When the
first of many lip-synching numbers struck
up-complete with a gaudy chorus of drag-
sters aping Liz Taylor, Joan Crawford,
and 'God knows who else,' as one onlooker
put it-a small, hair-netted woman with
a pre-Columbian profile emerged from the
kitchen and stood staring, as if she had a
front seat for the end of the world.

"Here, in a relic of a Houston that is no
more, another band of survivors had gath-
ered. They had lived through an era when
you couldn't admit you were gay, only to
find themselves in an era when being gay
meant seeing your friends die by the score.
Perhaps it made the jokes even sweeter,
just as the worm-has-turned setting did."

Returning to Their Roots-Fellow-
ship, Humor, and Philanthropy
In 1996, for the first time in 43 years,
there was no Dianas Awards show. There
was even talk of disbanding the orga-
nization. Changing times and an aging
membership had made the shows more
of a persistent burden than the joyful
labor oflove it had once been. Long-time
member Ogden Robertson wrote an open
letter to Diana members expressing his
sadness at the cancellation and his wish
that the awards continue. "Without the
awards," he said, "the Foundation will lose
its identity." His ideas became the basis -+
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of discussion, and a decision was made to
return to the basic awards format without
lavish production numbers.

So in 1997, Diana members sat back
and enjoyed a gourmet dinner at ex-
quisitely decorated dining tables in the
beautiful La Colombe d'Or in Montrose,
next door to the Palace Club, where they
had gathered 25 years earlier. As the mil-
lennium drew to a close after a turbulent
decade, the membership left behind the
era of Broadway-style entertainment and
rediscovered their roots in good parties
with friends, clever roasts, fund raising,
and philanthropy.

rzfeiooos
In 2000, the downsized Dianas organiza-
tion was once again stable and running
smoothly. The Awards in 2000, 2001, and
2002 were held in the posh ballroom of the
Warwick Hotel.

2003 marked the Dianas' 50th anni-
versary and featured gay comedian Kate
Clinton. Miss Texas 2000, Tara Watson,
also appeared at the Warwick Hotel ban-
quet. Members presented several musi-
cal sketches, including a crowd-pleasing
version of "Money" from Cabaret. The
show was notable for its return to simpler
routines that relied on the cleverness and
humor offriends entertaining friends. An
interesting lesson had been learned: the
larger the production, the more distance

Each year since 1974, the Diana Awards
has published a souvenir program. These

programs reveal the diversity of the organiza-
tion's creative minds and provide a permanent
record of the annual events. Over the years, the
programs have become larger and are now filled
with award show photos, member lists, memorial
pages, and advertisers. Special tributes are reg-
ularlypaid to the members' pets-their Diamond
Dogs, Cuddly Cats, and Assorted "Dianimals."

Inthe early years of the programs, space
was left for autographs of award winners, cast
members, friends, and potential tricks.
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Entertainer Kate Clinton is the headline act at
the 2003 Diana Awards Jubilee Celebration of
50 years in existence.

it puts between itself and the audience.
The Golden Jubilee entertainment was
intimate and heartwarming.

A Determined Effort to Survive
In 2006, the organization experienced
internal issues that nearly threatened to

Past programs reveal
the names of many businesses
that now exist only in our memories-Union
Jack, Cuddles, the Record Rack, the Pleasant
Peasant, Tropicana Swim Club, Kindred Spirits,
the Gucci Pucci, Second Verse, the Happy"
Buddha, the Galleon, Twins, DirtySally's, Ah
Men, the French Quarter, Midnite Sun, Muscle
Beach, Sheer Fantasy, Rascals, the Sports
Locker, Parade Disco, House of Coleman, Miss
Charlotte's, the Officers Club, the Dragon & the
Rat, Basic Brothers, the Chafing Dish, Bacchus,
Risky Business, and Mad Elegance.

end the 53-year-old organization. Misun-
derstandings, hurt feelings, and personal-
ity clashes ended with a deeply felt rift
and a significant loss of members. There
was once again talk of disbanding the
organization.

John Heinzerling was one of the
members determined to keep the Dianas
alive. He was elected President in 2007
and is currently serving his fourth term.
A man with a cheerful disposition, deep
dedication, and good diplomatic skills, he
is working hard to rebuild the member-
ship's ranks.

The show's usual 14 "roast" awards
have been pared down to just four, and
writers are careful not to cross the line
from humor to hurt. The Dianas now
balance roasting with toasting. Recently,
the group added the Golden Bow Award
for the Diana member who has done the
most work for the organization in the past
year, and a Director's Award goes to the
member who has been the most helpful in
producing the annual show.

By 2009, the Dianas membership had
been rebuilt to its pre-2006 level. At the
unique Diana 56 site-the Houston Zoo-
they unveiled their new Diana statue. The
attractive reproduction of Diana the Hunt-
ress on a dark wooden base is positive vi-
sual evidence that the Dianas are serious
about improving their image. Last year's
show raised $12,000 for beneficiaries Pet
Patrol and Bering Omega Community Ser-
vices. President Heinzerling says that the
Dianas will continue to focus on the social
aspects of the organization as they move
forward into the future.

Celebrating New Beginnings
New members continue to join the organi-
zation for a variety of reasons. Bruce Cain
says, "I admire the obstinate nature of
the Foundation, refusing to allow setbacks
to be the death-knell of the organization.
I admire the determination of the officers
and members to continue to grow, while
making certain that the Foundation is
still a viable and valuable asset to the
community. I have found the members to
be truly caring and philanthropic. Not to
mention the fact that when I joined, [I was
told] that it was good to have some young
blood in the membership. Good Lord,
I am 50!"

Carlos Obando, Dianas' youngest
member, confides, "The Dianas introduced
me to a unique kind of brotherhood-one
that portrays professionalism, sincerity,
and philanthropy all in one." Obando and
Cain, along with new members Nic Mes-
sana, Clifton Vanover, Mike Reynolds, and
Bill Barrow, all cite the friendliness of -->



In May 2009, the Dianas presented their 56th Annual Awards Show at the Houston Zoo. Their
youngest member, Carlos Obando (I), receives the Best Supported Actress award from Diana
President John Heinzerling. Their newly designed Diana, Goddess of the Hunt award was un-
veiled at the event.
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the group as one ofthe attractions of
membership. In the end, most new mem-
bers join for the same reasons the original
Diana members did-the friendship of
others and a willingness to donate time,
effort, and creativity to events that bring
people joy and laughter.

Putting Things in Perspective
In the 1950s and '60s, the Dianas became
a gay enclave with its own culture, where
an ever-growing group of friends could feel
secure and good about themselves regard-
less of mainstream social attitudes.

In the 1970s, the Dianas opened their
closet doors and marched out, celebrating
the new freedoms that emerged from the
Stonewall riots.

In the 1980s, the spectacular Dianas
shows showcased the very best of what

creative, determined, and energetic gay
people could accomplish, helping people to
feel proud about being gay.

In the 1990s, the Dianas weathered the
effects of time and disease and empha-
sized the importance of intimacy and
friendship in a rapidly changing world.

And in the new century, Dianas
members have emerged as triumphant
survivors, proving that you just can't kill
a good idea.

One might assume that the country's
oldest gay organization would be a care-
fully chartered political group in New
York or San Francisco. That honor belongs
instead to a Houston group that started
with a spontaneous moment of humor and
continuedfor 23 years before ever having
a formal membership list.

Longtime activist Ray Hill says he
isn't surprised that the Dianas are now
the oldest gay organization in the country.

The Diana Foundation is interested in preserving the history of what is now the country's
oldest continually active gay organization, and encourages Diana alumni to share their

memories and memorabilia. Plans are under way with local gay archives to collect Diana
history, including written and oral histories.

For further information about their history initiative, functions open to the public, or infor-
mation on how to join the Dianas, please contact the Diana Foundation officers. The Diana
Foundation is open to people of all sexual orientations.

The Diana Foundation
P.O. Box 66523
Houston, TX 77266-6523
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Telephone: 713-639-2000
E-mail: info@thedianafoundation.org
Website: http://thedianafoundation.org

"I've always felt that the gay movement
was a social one, not a political one. Politi-
cal groups get mad and split. But social
groups tend to get mad and make up."

Activist Jessica Wicks is also not sur-
prised that Houston is home to the coun-
try's oldest gay organization. "The South
has always had a sense of warm hospital-
ity. Houston was the perfect place for such
an organization to grow and thrive."

At 57 years of age and still going
strong, the Dianas are clearly an institu-
tion within Houston's gay community.
Over the decades, the list of people in-
volved in the organization includes many
names that are familiar both to Houston
history and to the history of Houston's gay
community. Many have remained mem-
bers of the organization.

Many former members still live in
Houston and remain active in the commu-
nity. A particularly large group of former
members has migrated to Palm Springs,
California. Bill Massey's former apart-
ment complex on Vermont Street is almost
entirely filled with present and former
Diana members.

The LGBT community is well on its
way to achieving equality in spite of cul-
tural prejudice and the reality of countless
legal battles. It is also facing the challenge
of documenting a history that slowly fades
away as those who remember are lost and
physical records are destroyed. This story,
then, has been a small step in preserving
an iconic part of Houston's gay history and
of our nation's gay history-the 57 years of
the Dianas.

New York has its Tonys. Hollywood has
its Oscars. And hopefully, Houston will
always have its Dianas.

Brandon Wolf is a frequent contributor to Out-
Smart magazine.
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Extend Your Experience of Dianas History on Facebook:
For an "extended experience" of the history of the Diana Foun-
dation, go to Facebook on the Internet at facebook.com. Enter
"The Diana Foundation" in the Facebook search box. Then
click on the link that is displayed as "The Diana Foundation,"
• If you are not a Facebook member, you will need to sign up,
but the process is simple, and you can give minimal informa-
tion to do so. Once on The Diana Foundation page, click on
"Become a Fan:" • This special Facebook page offers a wealth
of features: a special insight into what the guests at Diana 1
actually saw on television the night the Dianas were born on
March 25, 1954; hundreds of photos of past Diana Awards
shows; online video clips from Diana Awards shows; copies of
past Diana Awards; covers of all DianaAwards programs; and
personal photos shared by current or former Diana members.
• The page also provides the ability to leave your own com-
ments, take part in discussions, and share your own Diana
photographs and lor videos.
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